
 

 
 

IPA Qatar signs investment agreements in fields of cyber security, 
agriculture, and hospitality at SPIEF 2021 

 

Doha, Qatar – 8 June 2021: Investment Promotion Agency Qatar (IPA Qatar) announced 
the signing of three Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) with Russian entities on the 
sidelines of the 24th edition of the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF), 
held in Russia. The MoUs bolster the Russian investments across different sectors, 
including agriculture-technology (Agri-Tech), transportation and hospitality, 
cybersecurity, and IT. 

In line with its core mandate to attract foreign investments into Qatar and showcase the 
State as an exceptional investment destination, the new partnerships set forth the 
framework of cooperation between IPA Qatar and the three Russian partners, including 
BI.ZONE, one of the most innovative Russian cybersecurity companies; Accord Pitch Doha 
(APD), a Russian transportation and hospitality service provider; and Wadi Water, an 
innovative Agri-tech company. The MoUs will further strengthen the diversification of the 
Qatari-Russian ties and accelerate the growth of Russian investments in the country. 

Supporting investors to advance their ambitions and pursue a unique business journey in 
Qatar, IPA Qatar will facilitate the operations of Bi.ZONE to set-up an infrastructure on the 
premises of Meeza, as well as hiring and training local specialists over the next 5 years. 
Additionally, the Russian company will establish a regional centre for cybersecurity 
excellence to serve Qatar and the GCC region. Similarly, IPA Qatar supports APD to 
implement its investment plan, which entails the provision of transportation, 
accommodation and consulting services related to global sporting events, including FIFA 
Arab Cup 2021™, and FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022™. Equally significant, the IPA Qatar’s 
MoU with Wadi Water will enable the company to provide innovative technologies to the 
agriculture industry in Qatar in order to produce high quality products while reducing water 
waste. 

Sheikh Ali Alwaleed Al-Thani, Chief Executive Officer, IPA Qatar, said: “We are 
delighted to foster key partnerships with Russian investors, such as BI.ZONE, APD and 
Wadi Water, and embark on collaborations that create more business avenues for investors 
in Qatar’s thriving market. Additionally, the three MoUs complement our efforts in 
smoothing the way for investors’ journeys to business success in Qatar, while transforming 
and diversifying one of the world’s most prosperous economies.” 

Dmitry Samartsev, CEO, BI.ZONE, highlighted: "Cybersecurity is one of the key 
priorities for digital development in the Middle East. I believe that our collaboration with 
IPAQ will open up great opportunities for us to explore the needs of Qatar state and provide 
services to strengthen cyber resilience of the whole region.” 



 

Stepan Lianozov, Managing Partner, APD, said: “The upcoming FIFA World Cup will 
showcase Qatar to international tourists and businesses. APD is the key player in global 
sports events. We aim to transfer the knowledge (particularly from 2018 FIFA World Cup 
in Russia) and invest in educating and training local teams and suppliers, developing the 
local infrastructure, and procure services for our international clients from local sources. 
During the last three years, Accord Pitch Doha already engaged in close cooperation with 
several local partners. We believe in the efficiency of our investment and plan to continue 
working in Qatar after 2022.” 
 
Andrey Martirosov, CIO and Co-Founder, WadiWater, stated: “The goal is to create 
an innovative direction in AgriTech in Qatar using water from the air. Prior to the creation 
of this project, WadiWater had been distributing and testing atmospheric water generators 
in Qatar for several years and was looking for areas for applying this technology with 
maximum benefits for both the environment and the people of Qatar. An important event 
in the activity was the meeting with the IPA, which directed the company's vision to the 
agriculture and farming industry.” 
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About the Investment Promotion Agency Qatar 

The Investment Promotion Agency Qatar (IPA Qatar) oversees investment promotion 
activities under the Invest Qatar brand and acts as the country’s umbrella organization 
for FDI attraction. Through its close coordination with Qatari licensing platforms, it helps 
businesses advance their ambitions and achieve long-term success by delivering the 
support, advice, and expertise needed. The IPA Qatar’s goal is to showcase Qatar as an 
exceptional investment destination, connecting international investors to business 
opportunities, while bringing progress to the country’s economic development and 
diversification goals across sectors and geographies. 

About BI.ZONE 

BI.ZONE — expert in strategic management of digital risks that helps organisations 
around the world to develop their business safely in the digital age. We prepare 
individual strategies for complex projects based on 40+ of our own services and 
products as well as offer simple automated solutions and outsourcing for small teams. 
Since the foundation in 2016, we have implemented over 700 projects in finance, 
telecommunications, energy, aviation and many others. Official website: https://bi.zone. 

Here are the links for BI.ZONE accounts in social media: 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/www.bi.zone/ 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bi.zone/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/bizone_en 

https://bi.zone/
https://www.facebook.com/www.bi.zone/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bi.zone/
https://twitter.com/bizone_en


 

About Accord Pitch Doha 

Accord Pitch Doha (http://apd.qa/) is a joint venture of two leading international 
companies: Pitch Sports agency (https://pitch-sports.com/) and Accord Driving The 
Game transportation company (https://drivingthegame.com/). Our core expertise lies 
within providing transportation management services to the stakeholders of the global 
sporting events. We have been one of the key players in this area during the 2018 FIFA 
World Cup in Russia and are looking forward to sharing our expertise with the local 
companies during the upcoming World Cup in Qatar and beyond. 
 

About WadiWater 

At WadiWater, we create water from the largest available resource – the air. Our 
ground-breaking technology delivers cost, efficiency and reliability benefits while 
creating fresh, clean, premium-quality drinking water, as pure and natural as the first 
drop of rain. Our innovative technology taps into the atmosphere – an unlimited, freely-
available resource – to provide drinking water to people everywhere, from the most 
remote rural village communities to commercial office buildings to private homes. Our 
water generators come in a range of sizes to suit cities, villages, commercial centers, 
schools, hospitals, offices, residential buildings, private homes and more. They all 
produce the safest, cleanest and freshest-tasting drinking water, improving the quality of 
life, and even saving the lives, of potentially billions of people around the world. 
 
 
For inquiries to IPA Qatar, please contact: 
Sumeyra Yildirim 
s.yildirim@invest.qa 
+974 – 3373 1398 
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